mTOR SUMMARY HEAD TO TOE
Here is a summary of what I've learned so far. In Smith Kingsmore Syndrome (and MINDS), a mutated mTOR gene is overactive although there are rare cases of under activation.
First of all, I'd like to say that a gene mutation is not parents' falult at all. In our body, hundreds of gene mutate every day and get fixed everyday. One expetion is not anyone's
fault. Bad news is that mTOR gene controlls a wide variety of important cell functions and if it's out of balance, it causes a different combination of hard-to-fix problems, that
includes intellectual disability, autism, global developmental delays mainly, and also epilepsy. Most of patients will need life-time support of other people. Good news is that
many of the symptoms are not progressive, some improve over time, and mTOR is one of the few rare disease genes that have been studied in various medical fields. mTOR
mutation or over-active mTOR is found in cancer, autism, Altzheimer to name a few. My goal is to continue updating this chart and get help and colaboration from such medical
fields, that might also benefit from understanding mTOR.
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